ANNUAL REPORT 2015–16

DONORS

CURTIS INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
LIFETIME DONORS $1 MILLION AND ABOVE

We extend our deep gratitude to the extraordinary individuals and organizations whose cumulative giving exceeds $1 million as of May 31, 2016. Their support helps ensure the continuation of our tuition-free policy.

Anonymous
Nina and Billy Albert
The Allerton Foundation
The Annenberg Foundation
Herbert R. and Evelyn Axelrod
Maryjane Mayhew Barton*+
Mrs. Cary William Bok
Jill and Sheldon Bonovitz
Vera D. Bruestle+
William D. Burns*+
Ernestine Bacon Cairns Trust
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
L. Daniel Dannenbaum+ and Katherine Hall
Joseph*+ and Yvonne*+ Druian
Lester L.+ and Judith M.+ Eisner
Joseph and Marie Field
Fondation Charidu/Nina Baroness von Maltzahn
The Edwin B. Garrigues Foundation
The Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation
Bruce Jay Gould, M.D.
Haas Charitable Trusts
Edna L. Harkness*+
Rita E. and Gustave M. Hauser
Ruth Duskin Heller+
Alan and Nancy Hirsig
William and Nina Hollis Foundation

The Anna-Maria and Stephen Kellen Foundation
Lester Lanin+
H. F. “Gerry” and Marguerite Lenfest
Gie and Lisa Liem◊
Sueyun and Gene Locks
Markow-Totevy Foundation
Betty and James Matarase
John H. McFadden and Lisa D. Kabnick
J. J. Medveckis Foundation
Neubauer Family Foundation
Nina Maria Arts and Culture Foundation
William Penn Foundation
The Pew Charitable Trusts
Suzanne Hanson Poole*+
Dr. Milton L. Rock
Aaron Rosand*
Mark and Robin Rubenstein
H. Shaw Roberts Scholl+
David*+ and Jane+ Schwartz
Arthur+ and Hilda+ Stander
Dorothy Richard Starling Foundation
Penelope P. Watkins
The Helen F. Whitaker Fund
Ruth W.+ and A. Morris Williams Jr.
Jack Wolgin+
Mary Louise Curtis Bok Zimbalist+

* alumnus/alumna   ◊ Curtis parent   + deceased
LEADERSHIP SUPPORT

We recognize the following donors for their exceptional combined gifts as of May 31, 2016, including donations toward the Curtis Annual Fund, endowed funds, the Amadeus Affair gala, and special programs. These pledged, outright, and in-kind gifts, as well as payments made on existing pledges, set an inspiring example of philanthropy.

$100,000 or more
Lester L.+ and Judith M.+ Eisner
Fondation Charidu/
Nina Baroness von Maltzahn
Joseph and Marie Field
Charles C. and Judith Durkin Freyer
Rita E. Hauser and Gustave M. Hauser
Ruth Duskin Heller+
The Anna-Maria and Stephen Kellen Foundation
H. F. “Gerry” and Marguerite Lenfest
Seymour Lipkin*
Nina Maria Arts and Culture Foundation
The Pew Center for Arts & Heritage
The William Penn Foundation
Dorothy Posel
Mark and Robin Rubenstein
David*+ and Jane+ Schwartz
Tureck Bach Research Institute, Inc.
L. Lee Winston+

$50,000 to $99,999
Anonymous
Arnhold Foundation, Inc.
Vivienne K. Blank+
The Edwin B. Garrigues Foundation
The Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation
Jane Pickens Hoving*+
The Joan and Irwin Jacobs Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation
Gie and Lisa Liem◊
John H. McFadden and Lisa D. Kabnick
Bob and Guna Mundheim
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, a state agency
Linda A. Richardson
Harold and Helene Schonberg Pianist Scholarship Trust
Philip and Eli Taylor
Thomas and Patricia Vernon
Penelope and Tom Watkins

$25,000 to $49,999
Anonymous
Gerri Aaron
Nina and Billy Albert
BNP Paribas
Cooke & Bieler, L.P.
Ernestine Biel Cronk Trust
Sidney E. Frank Foundation
Stanley Greene
Haas Family Trusts
Wayne and Wilhelmina Hardee
Alan and Nancy Hirsig
Norman M.+ and Octavia C.+ Locke
James and Betty Matarase
Susan and Frank Mechura
John J. Medveckis
Laura and Kenneth Mitchell
Joan M. Moran
Shaun F. O’Malley*
Max E. Patman Charitable Trust
Walter P. Pettipas+
Robert and Lynne Pollack
Scott and Cynthia Schumacker
Jay H. Tolson and Hadia Lefavre-Tolson

$10,000 to $24,999
Anonymous
Tobe Amsterdam
Frank S. Bayley
Mrs. Nicholas Biddle Jr.+,
Mrs. Cary William Bok
Jill and Sheldon Bonovitz
Lois and Julian Brodsky
Bill and Laura Buck
Robert J. Carwithen*
CHG Charitable Trust
Patricia Conway
Anthony B. Creamer III
Crown Holdings, Inc.
Gordon and Patricia Fowler
Deborah M. Fretz
Sonia Raiziss Giop Charitable Foundation
Susan and Sherwood “Woody” Goldberg
Emilio A. Gravagno* and Carole Haas Gravagno

Harry Griendling
Marcy Gringlas and Joel Greenberg/
Seeds the Dream Foundation
Pamela and James Hill
Casiana R. Hilton
William A. Horn*, M.D.
Linda E. Johnson
Dr. and Mrs. Hratch Kasparian
Leroy E. Kean Family Foundation
Mary M. Lane
Drs. Bong S. and Mi-Wha Lee
Fran and Leon Levy
Sueyun and Gene Locks
William A. Loeb
Christina Weiss Lurie
Sandra Miller* and Wayne Olson
David J. Millstein, Esq.
The Leo Model Foundation
Edward A. Montgomery Jr.
Park Foundation
PECO
The Philadelphia Cultural Fund
PNC
Suzanne F. Roberts Cultural Development Fund
Dr. and Mrs. Milton L. Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Rock
Gianna Rolandi Davis*
Dr. Lucy B. Rorke-Adams
Eileen Rosenau
Jerry G. and Bernice Rubenstein
The Scholler Foundation
Chiona Schwarz
Rebecca and Daniel Shapiro<
Shearman & Sterling LLP
Happy and Sam Shipley
Lee Shlifer
Richard and Amanda Smoot
Ingrid Sobolewska*+
William R. Stensrud
Leon C. Sunstein Jr.
Syde Hurst Foundation, Inc.
Dr. Bettyruth Walter
Ruth W.+ and A. Morris Williams Jr.
Tom and Dennie Wolf
Wyncote Foundation

* alumnus/alumna ◊ Curtis parent + deceased < Crescendo Club member
SPECIAL GIFTS

We gratefully acknowledge the following donors for their gifts in support of capital expenses, the endowment, and special projects at Curtis, as well as for their gifts of instruments and other in-kind donations, between June 1, 2015, and May 31, 2016. These gifts strengthen Curtis's ability to pursue its mission and deliver a high-quality education to talented young musicians.

**Capital and Property**

- Amaranth Foundation
- H. F. “Gerry” and Marguerite Lenfest
- Gie and Lisa Liem◊
- David J. Millstein
- Mark and Robin Rubenstein

**Endowment**

- Tobe Amsterdam
- Joan French Baumel+
- Vivienne K. Blank+
- Joseph and Marie Field
- Charles C. and Judith Durkin Freyer
- George and Pooh Gephart
- John* and Dorothy Givens
- Ruth Duskin Heller+
- Jane Pickens Hoving*+
- The Anna-Maria and Stephen Kellen Foundation
- H. F. “Gerry” and Marguerite Lenfest
- Seymour Lipkin*+
- Rosa and Samuel Lobe Memorial Fund
- Norman M.+ and Octavia C.+ Locke
- William A. Loeb
- Anthony A. Lyle+
- Nina Maria Arts and Culture Foundation
- Shaun F. O’Malley+
- Walter P. Pettipas+
- Dorothy Posel
- Christopher D. Rex*
- Dr. and Mrs. Louis and Val Rossman
- David*+ and Jane+ Schwartz
- Ingrid Sobolewska*+
- Tureck Bach Research Institute, Inc.
- Arlene and Irving Tashlick
- Thomas and Patricia Vernon
- L. Lee Winston+, in memory of Reaumur and Mary Corrin Winston

**Special Projects and Activities**

- Anonymous
- Arnhold Foundation, Inc.
- Bruce Coppock
- Council for Canadian-American Relations
- David and Donna Dalton◊
- Miles B. Davis*
- Osceola A. Davis-Smith*
- Fondation Charidu/
  - Nina Baroness von Maltzahn
- Bruce Jay Gould, M.D.
- Rita E. and Gustave M. Hauser
- N. Nicholas and Karen Hendershot, in honor of Bryan Anderson*
  - and Patrick Kreeger*
- Roger M. Janssen*
- The Anna-Maria and Stephen Kellen Foundation
- Joseph Lovinsky*
- David Ludwig*
- Lydia Mila Garmaier*
- John H. McFadden and Lisa D. Kabnick
- Barbara Moskow*
- Bob and Guna Mundheim
- Susan Leider Munzer*
- The Presser Foundation
- Benjamin Ramirez*
- Linda A. Richardson,
  - in memory of Paul Richardson
- Dr. Lucy B. Rorke-Adams
- Mark and Robin Rubenstein
- Linda Jonas Schroeder*
- Shearman & Sterling LLP
- Joseph*+ and Adrienne Silverstein

**Instruments**

- L. Daniel Dannenbaum+
- Judith M. Eisner+
- Erica Farber, in memory of Frances Welch
- Stanley Greene, in memory of Katherine Marine Greene
- Ethan E. Jodziewicz*
- Dr. Lucy B. Rorke-Adams

**In-Kind**

- Michael and Sally Feder◊
- Jacobs Music Company
- Stephanie and Michael Naidoff
- Mark and Robin Rubenstein

---

* alumnus/alumna ◊ Curtis parent + deceased < Crescendo Club member
THE CURTIS ANNUAL FUND

We gratefully acknowledge the following music lovers for their gifts to the Curtis Annual Fund between June 1, 2015, and May 31, 2016. Each gift plays an important part in bridging the gap between operating expenses and endowment income, enabling Curtis to offer merit-based, full-tuition scholarships and continue its most important programs.

LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI SOCIETY

Chair’s Performance Circle
$50,000 and above
Joseph and Marie Field
The Joan and Irwin Jacobs Fund of
the Jewish Community Foundation
H. F. “Gerry” and Marguerite Lenfest
Philip and Eli Taylor
Nina Baroness von Maltzahn

Gie and Lisa Liem◊
Sueyun and Gene Locks
Christina Weiss Lurie
James and Betty Matarese
Susan and Frank Mechura
John J. Medveckis
Edward A. Montgomery Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Rock
Chiona Schwarz
Happy and Sam Shipley
William R. Stensrud
Leon C. Sunstein Jr.

Drs. Thomas and Dennie Palmer Wolf,
in memory of Lea Luboshutz,
Boris Goldovsky◊, Irene Wolf◊,
and Andrew Wolf◊

Chair’s Performance Circle
$50,000 and above
Joseph and Marie Field
The Joan and Irwin Jacobs Fund of
the Jewish Community Foundation
H. F. “Gerry” and Marguerite Lenfest
Philip and Eli Taylor
Nina Baroness von Maltzahn

Commissioning Circle
$35,000 to $49,999
Anonymous
Charles C. and Judith Durkin Freyer
John H. McFadden and Lisa D. Kabnick
Laura and Kenneth Mitchell
Penelope and Tom Watkins

Anonymous
Gerri Aaron, in honor of Judson Aaron
Wayne and Wilhelmina Hardee
Bob and Guna Mundheim
Robert and Lynne Pollack
Scott and Cynthia Schumacker,
in honor of Roberto Diaz◊
Jay H. Tolson and Hadia Lefavre-Tolson

Fellowship Circle
$10,000 to $14,999
Anonymous
Mrs. Nicholas Biddle Jr.+ Robert J. Carwiten◊
The CHG Charitable Trust
Patricia Conway
Harry Griendling
Marcy Gringlas and Joel Greenberg
Casiana R. Hilton
William A. Horn◊, M.D., in honor of
Eleanor Sokolof◊
Dr. and Mrs. Hratch Kasparian
The Leroy E. Kean Family Foundation
Mary M. Lane
Sandra Miller◊ and Wayne Olson
Suzanne Roberts Cultural
Development Fund
Dr. and Mrs. Milton L. Rock
Eileen Rosenau, in memory of
John Price
Jerry G. and Bernice Rubenstein
Mark and Robin Rubenstein
Rebecca and Daniel Shapiro◊
Lee Shlifer
Thomas and Patricia Vernon
Dr. Bettyruth Walter, in memory of
Donald J. Goldberg
Ruth W.◊ and A. Morris Williams Jr.

Gold Circle
$5,000 to $9,999
Edith W. “Bonnie” Barnes
Peter A. Benoliel and Willo Carey
Luther W. Brady, M.D., in memory of
William Hollis
Elia D. Buck
Laura and Bill Buck
Nicholas D. Constan Jr.
Roberto Díaz◊ and Elissa Lee Koljonen◊
Edna F. Dick, in honor of
Jennifer Higdon◊
Duncan Family Foundation
Gail Ehrlich, in memory of
George E. Ehrlich
George and Ginger Elvin
Mary Lou Falcone◊
Peter and Pamela Freyd
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Gardocki
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome R. Glickman
Susan and Sherwood “Woody” Goldberg,
in honor of Roberto Díaz◊
Hinson Family Foundation, Richard and
Jane Hinson◊ Trustees
Marsha Hunter◊ and Brian K. Johnson
Andrew Jacobs◊ and Katherine Park
Scott and Yardly Jenkins
Plato S.◊ and Dorothy Kebill◊ Karayanis
Mark Lauretig and Susan Morgenstern◊
Robin and Kathie Ledwith
Drs. Bong S. and Mi-Wha Lee
Fran and Leon Levy
The Honorable and Mrs. Jan M. Lodal
Stephanie and Michael Naidoff
Rosalind and Roy Neff◊
C. Richard Neu and
Virginia L. Ambrosini, M.D.

President’s Circle
$25,000 to $34,999
Anonymous
Gerri Aaron, in honor of Judson Aaron
Wayne and Wilhelmina Hardee
Bob and Guna Mundheim
Robert and Lynne Pollack
Scott and Cynthia Schumacker,
in honor of Roberto Diaz◊
Jay H. Tolson and Hadia Lefavre-Tolson

Faculty Artist Circle
$15,000 to $24,999
Nina and Billy Albert
Frank S. Bayley
Mrs. Cary William Bok
Jill and Sheldon Bonovitz
Lois and Julian Brodsky
Anthony B. Creamer III
Gordon and Patricia Fowler
Deborah M. Freyt
Pamela and James Hill
Alan and Nancy Hirsig
Linda E. Johnson

* alumnus/alumna    ◊ Curtis parent    + deceased    < Crescendo Club member
Neil Oxman, in memory of Dick Doran
William H. Roberts, Esq.
Dr. Sevgi B. Rodan, in memory of
  Dr. Gideon A. Rodan
Brett Rubinson
Cecilia Segawa Seigle
Frederick* and Gloria Sewell
Bonnie and Harris Sklar
Richard and Amanda Smoot
Elizabeth and Tony Vale, in memory of
  Ann and Bob Schafer

Silver Circle
$2,500 to $4,999
Anonymous
Tobe Amsterdam
Eileen Baird
Carol and Horace Barsh
Christopher and Cynthia Bayley
Rebecca Bien and David S. Poll, M.D.◊
Bruce and Lois Boyce, in honor of
  Betty Matsarese
Lillian and Robert Brent, in memory of
  Jimmy Brent
DeDe and Tony Brown
William Burke and NancyBell Coe
David Camp and Gwen Borowsky
Pauline Candaux and Solomon Katz,
  in honor of Barbara Moskow*
Nicky B. Carpenter
Jie Chen*
Louise and Harris Clearfield
Carol and Stuart Cohn
Bruce Coppock
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Crawford III◊
Peter S. Cressman
Shelly Cryer and Michael Stern*,
  in memory of Max Rudolf
Peter Duchowski and Victoria Kaplan
Carolyn N. and Joseph M. Evans Jr.
Sally and Michael Feder◊
David V. Foster
Diane and Robert L. Freedman
Catherine French
Ellen Phillips Frohmayer*,
  in memory of Dino Yannopoulos
Joe and Kathy Gallagher
Judith and Marvin Garfinkel
Marian Godfrey
Todd Gordon and Susan Feder
Susan L. Graham and
  Michael A. Harrison
Hilary Hahn*
George and Marie Hecksher
Dr. and Mrs. Frederic H. Honigman,
  in honor of the Dover Quartet
Wanchi Huang* and Shiuin Lee
Arlan and Bruce Kardon, in honor of
  Barbara and Ed Silver
Marina Kats, Esq., in honor of Tempo
Bob Kipp
Raymond and Carol Kujawa
Sondra and Martin Landes Jr.
Amos Lawrence*
Victoria McNeil Le Vine/
  Victory Foundation
Bernice and Howard Levinson
Florence Levy, in memory of
  Milton Levy
Kristen and Matthew Loden
William A. Loeb
Sabine Lovatelli
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas D. McCarthy
Anthony McGill*
Frank C. Meyer
Madelyn Mignatti
C. Justin Miller*
Gina Montana and Jason Aulakh<
Joan M. Moran
Alan Morrison*, in honor of Eleanor
  Sokoloff◊ and in memory of
  Vladimir Sokoloff◊
Mr. and Mrs. Donald T. Morrison◊
Barbara Moskow*, in honor of Mikael
  Eliassen and Eleanor Sokoloff◊ and
  in memory of Seymour Lipkin*
Lowell and Sonja Noteboom
Barbara and Sheldon Novack,
  in honor of Dolly Mougo and
  Jeannette Novack
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Nyheim
W. Gresham O'Malley III, in memory of
  Shaun F. O'Malley
James O'Neill and David Rubin
Anna Marie Ahn Petersen*,
  in memory of Joseph de Pasquale*
Gabrielle Kazze Rinaldi, in memory of
  Al Rinaldi
John Rockwell
Pamela Rosenberg
Dr. Harry Rosenthal
Beatrice S. Rossman, in memory of
  Anna Salkin and Victor Salkin
Robert and Ernest Scheller Jr.
Mary Ellen and Carl Schneider
Samuel and Kate Sidewater
Barbara Oaks Silver, Esq., and
  Edward W. Silver, Esq.
Paul Starita and Carolyn Prue
Mark N. Steinberger and
  Ann C. Lebowitz
Martin P. Stepper*, in memory of
  Carol K. Stepper
Shirley Trepel*, in memory of Emanuel
  Feuermann and Gregor Piatigorsky
Dominique van de Stadt and
  Octavio Pajaro◊
Ivana Vavra
Allison B. Vulgamore
Peggy and Ellis Wachs
Thomas Waldman
Sam and Elizabeth Warshauer,
  in honor of Mikael Eliasen's
  30th year at Curtis
Mr. and Mrs. Helge H. Wehmeier
Carol A. Westfall
Aileen E. Whitman
Leslie Yuen and Honglei Shi-Yuen
The Zeldin Family Foundation
Benjamin Zuckerman and
  Marian Robinson

Bronze Circle
$1,250 to $2,499
Drs. Carolyn and Arthur K. Asbury
Carole and Arnold Bailis, in memory of
  Beatrice Isseks
Cheryl Baranes*, in honor of
  Mikael Eliassen
Catherine and Eric Barr◊, in memory of
  Charles Barr*
Steven W. Bass, Ph.D., in memory of
  Fanny and Sol Bass
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce P. Bengtson
Harold Berger
Charlotte H. Biddle
Ellen and Robert Bildersee
Richard Branton
Robert Bryan and Julie Jensen
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Buck III
Elaine Woo Camarda
Mary and Charles Carr
Joan Chait
Anthony P. Checchia* and
  Benita Valente*

* alumnus/alumna  ◊ Curtis parent  + deceased  < Crescendo Club member
Scott and Nelly Childress
Kathleen and Nicholas Chimicles
Dr. Karen J. Clark, in honor of
Barbara Silver
Dr. D. Walter Cohen
Frank and Margery Cooper
Steven Copes*, in honor of
Aaron Rosand* and in memory of
Joseph Silverstein*
Richard L. Cummins*, in memory of
Alexander McCurdy*
Julie P. Curson
Curtis Parents in Korea◊
Susan P. Davidson and John V. R. Bull
Lee de Rham
Stephen Edwards*, in memory of
Leslie Edwards◊
Jonas and Susan Ellenberg
Stacy and Bayard Fiechter
Judith and Daniel Francis, in memory of
Esther M. Klein
Barbara Freed, Ph.D., and
Alan Mittelman, Esq., in memory of
Harvey Waxman
Beverly Werner Freeman
Dinah Fulton
Karen S. and John R. Fulton III
Rauli and Danna Garcia
George and Pooh Gephart
Gary* and Naomi Graffman, in memory of
Lillian Kallir◊ and Claude Frank◊
Adele Gray
Jack and Helaine Greenberg
Bertram+ and Adele Greenspun
Joanne T. Greenspun
Richard and Libby Haffer, in memory of
Bernard M. Guth
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Heinzen
L. Harvey Hewit and Janet Kardon
Blake W. Hinson*
Mr. Dennis Hummel
Judy and Maurice Kaplow
Donald and Dorothy Kardon
Sylvia W. Kauders+
Erin Keefe*, in honor of
Arnold Steinhardt* and Ida Kavafian
Gilbert and Rebecca Kerlin
Lawrence and Toba Kerson
Joseph H. Kluger
James and Jane Knox◊
Catherine M. Koten
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Lautenbach
Dr. Charles W. Lentz and
Matthew J. Malinowski<<
Ronald Leonard*, in memory of
Leonard Rose*
William Lake Leonard
Michele Levin*, in memory of Joseph
Silverstein* and Seymour Lipkin*
Elaine Levitt
Phil and Carmen Liebrecht◊, in memory of
Doris and Lawrence Liebrecht
Winnie and Eric Lien
Sissie and Herb Lipton
Dr. and Mrs. H. Edward Liu,
in memory of Obelix
Allison Nelson Loebbaka*
David Ludwig* and Bella Hristova*<,
in memory of Stephanie Liem*
Sarah S. Lutman
A. Bruce and Margaret Mainwaring
Lynn and Joe Manko, in memory of
Vivian Manko and Harry Bach
Daniel Matsukawa*, in honor of Bernard
Garfield and Otto-Werner Mueller
Rosalie Greenfield Matzkin, Ed.D.
Jeanne and Joseph McGinn, in honor of
Joan and Kendall Landis
Carol and Steven Meister
Dianne A. Meyer
Roger and Donna Milgrim
David J. Millstein, Esq.
Mark and Barbara Mishkin,
in memory of Joseph Silverstein*
Linda G. Mitchell and David M. Doret
Patrick and Eileen Murphy<
Kathleen Nelson and John Kromer
Ron and Barbara Nelson, in memory of
Eugene Ormandy and honor of
Marta Kiesling
Dean+ and Zoë Pappas
Rose Paul
Ruth Perlmutter, in memory of
Archie Perlmutter
James A. Perrin
Vivian W. Piasecki
John W. Pilgrim◊, in memory of
Zoe Pilgrim◊
Harriet Potashnick and Marshall Levine
Merle Raab
Dolores C. Redfearn
Jay and Gretchen Riley
Constance Benoliel Rock
F. L. Rodgers Family Fund
Louis and Val Rossman, in honor of
Bea Rossman and in memory of
Anna Salkin
Don Roth and Jolan Friedhoff
Fred and Meryle Rothman
Michael Rusinek* and Nancy Goeres,
in honor of Otto-Werner Mueller
John Ryan and Mary Gregg
Shirlee S. Schachtel, in memory of
Walter Schachtel
Anthony Schaeffer and Katie Adams
Dr. Anita G. Schmukler
Ken Schoenholz and Jace Stern
Pamela and Alan Schreiber
Gay E. Scott
Nina Segre and Frank F. Furstenberg,
in memory of Edith Furstenberg
Steven P. Singer, M.D. and
Alan Salzman, M.D.
Joseph and Betty Slater
Mark Russell Smith* and Ellen Dinwiddie
Smith*, in memory of Max Rudolf
and in honor of Myron Bloom
Shirley and Cecil Smith
William H. Smith III
Ronald P. Smolin
Harold and Emily Starr◊
Ellen Steiner
Charles Sterne III and Eileen Marolla
Gaynor Strickler
Judith A. Sullivan, in memory of
Stephanie Liem Azar*
Kevin C.* and Amy K. Switalski,
in memory of Charles V. and
Norma E. Switalski◊
Lawrence Tarlow*
Drs. Theresa Thomas and
Alexander Kent◊
Bobby Towcimak<
Charles and Alison Townsend
Julia and Dean Vetsikas<
Laurie Wagman, in memory of
Irvin J. Borowsky
Judith Wagner, in memory of
Dr. Seymour Wagner
William Walker and Koichi Tasa
Dr. R. J. Wallner
Lenore Weinstein, in memory of
Louis Weinstein
Garth P. Weldon
Eloise Wood
Michael and Sue Ellen Young
Stephen and Florence Zeller

* alumnus/alumna ◊ Curtis parent + deceased < Crescendo Club member
FRIENDS OF CURTIS

Composer’s Circle
$500 to $1,249
Anonymous, in memory of Dale White
Teddy Abrams*, in honor of
   Dr. Ford Lallerstedt
Nan Alderson
June LeBell and Edward Alley
Steven* and Mary Ansell
Duoming Ba*, in memory of
   Joseph Silverstein*
Nate Bachhuber*, in honor of
   Mikael Eliasen
Dr. and Mrs. Benedict Bachstein
Ronald and Mary Ann Baenninger
Sheryl and Allen Bar
Marcantonio Barone*
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Batastini
Johanna Kölmel Beisinghoff*
M. Blöndal Bengtsson, in memory of
   Erling Blöndal Bengtsson*
Robin Bernstein, in honor of
   Marguerite and Gerry Lenfest and
   Robin and Mark Rubenstein
John Binsfeld*, in memory of
   John Koljonen*
Jonathan Biss*
Victoria Bok and DeWitt C. Jones IV
Blair Bollinger*
Joseph B. Bond, in honor of
   the students of Curtis
Richard A. Brand, M.D.
Amy Brandonbrener*
Colleen and Steven Brooks
Richard P. Brown Jr.
Nick and Jean Bryan
Ruth Butterfield-Winter*
William B. Carey, M.D., in memory of
   Ann M. Carey
Susan W. and Cummins Catherwood Jr.
Mark Cedel*, in memory of
   Joseph de Pasquale*
Martin* and Nancy Chalifour,
   in memory of Joseph Silverstein*
Mr. Chun Kit Pearson Chan and
   Ms. Ang Chu◊
Sumin Chen◊
Cliffe and Cheryl Cheston
Carl and Barbara Choseed
Mia Chung-Yee
Caroline Coade*, in memory of
   Karen Tuttle*
Joseph Conyers*, in honor of
   Harold H. Robinson
Lori and Jonathan Coopersmith
David Coucheron*, in honor of
   Aaron Rosand*
David Cramer*
Sally Currier
Miles B. Davis*, in memory of
   Roger M. Scott*
Philippe de Bros*, in memory of
   Dino Yannopoulos
Susan* and Conrad De Jong Fund,
   Santa Fe Community Foundation
Dorothy J. del Bueno
Dr. and Mrs. Allan Dennis◊, in honor of
   Roberto Díaz*
Kathy and Frank Dilenschneider◊
Frederic Dittmann
Stuart Ditzen and Denise Cowie
Thomas R. Doughty Jr.
Margo Tatgenhorst Drakos*
Evan and Mary Ann Dunnell
Gary and Denise Ebisuzaki◊
Andrea and Alexander Ehrlich, M.D.
Dr. Josephine Elia and Dr. Paul
   Ambrosini, in honor of C. Richard
   Neu and Virginia Ambrosini
Mikael Eliasen
Norma Fabian
Drs. Bonita Falkner and Susan Shively
Carol Fixman and Stephen Kobrin
Ben and Julia Folk◊
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Fox
Margreet and Alan Francis◊
David and Joanne Frantz, in memory of
   Madeline Frantz
William Ginsberg, in honor of
   John Medveckis
John J. Givens*
Barbara A. Gold*, in honor of
   Eleanor Sokoloff◊
Ben Griswold
Anne and Steve Hahn◊
Ed and Barbara Hajim, in honor of
   Mark and Robin Rubenstein
Nancy S. Halpern
Carol Hasenjager and Brian Cooley◊
Jennifer Higdon* and Cheryl Lawson,
   in honor of Mikael Eliasen
Dao-Sheng and Jie Xu Hu◊
William Hudson, in memory of
   Anthony Gigliotti◊
Greg Hustis*
Roger M. Janssen*
Sarah Johnson
Uschi Joseph, in memory of
   Charles Joseph*
William D. Kelley Jr.
Sandra Kelly
Caroline R. Kemmerer, in honor of
   Anthony J. Brown
Rena and Josh Kopelman, in honor of
   Mark and Robin Rubenstein
Carl Kopfinger and
   Stephen Weitzenhoffer
Bertram H. and Adele M. Kornfeld
Christa R. Kramer
Elena and Frederick Kyle
Steven Lascher, in memory of
   Bobby Friedman
Marlene and Sidney D. Lavine
Doris Lederer*
Peter and Soo Youn Lee◊
Carter R. Leidy Jr., in memory of
   Antonia Hamilton
Michael Licitra
Carol and Howard Lidz
Jun-Ching Lin* and Helen Porter
Bing Liu and Yue He◊
Cletus P. Lyman
Olive Lynch*
Joan W. Mackie
Talvi and Olev Maimets◊
Dr. and Mrs. W. Steven Mark
Sandy and David Marshall
Richard and Joan Martin-Doike◊,
   in honor of Roberto Díaz*
Evelyn McCarty*, in honor of Laila
   Storch* and Martha Alfee*
Robert McDonald*, in honor of
   Gary Graffman*
Evelyn and Christopher Merritt
Christopher Millard*, in memory of
   Sol Schoenbach
Mr.* and Mrs.* Donald L. Montanaro,
   in memory of John de Lancie*
William Shaw Mulherin
Christina* and Michelle* Naughton
Arthur Newbold
Dr. and Mrs. A. Hirotsoshi Nishikawa
Raymond J. Niwa◊, in honor of Aaron Rosand*
James Nova*, in memory of Glenn Dodson*
Lambert* and Janice Orkis
Eric Owens*
Kelly and John Papianou<
John N. Park
Anne Parsons
Raoul P. Querze*, in memory of Anthony Gigliotti*◊
Max Rabinovitsj* and Mary Trevor*
Annette Radoff and Marcus Urioste◊, in memory of Joseph Silverstein*
Margaret Ann Reese
Krista G. Reichard
Cliff and Heidi Rommel◊
Dr. and Mrs. Donald J. Rosato, M.D.
Jesse Rosen
Eriko and Christopher Rossano◊
Jon Rossman
Patricia Rosston, in honor of Betty and James Matarese
John and Katherine Ryan◊
Selma and Samuel J. Savitz
Leonard and Alice Sayles
Marianne Scharpf, in memory of Norman W. Scharpf
Alice Schmidt
Yumi Ninomiya Scott*
Elizabeth Serkin◊ and Herman Silverman, in honor of Bella Hristova* and David Ludwig*
Craig Sheppard*, in honor of Eleanor Sokoloff◊
Larry Simmons and James Akerberg
Mr. and Mrs. David D. Sinkler
Lloyd Smith*, in memory of Leonard Rose* and Orlando Cole◊
Eleanor B. Sokoloff◊, in memory of Vladimir Sokoloff◊, Seymour Lipkin*, and Joseph Silverstein*
Daisy M. Soros, in honor of Mark Rubenstein
Robert V. Spano*
Samuel and Rosanne Spear
Edwin F. Stewart III, in honor of Eleanor Sokoloff◊
Mimi Stillman*, in honor of Jeffrey Khaner and in memory of Julius Baker*
Rick Stout*
Takaoki Sugitani*, in memory of Efrem Zimbalist
Jack Sutte*
Carl F. Sutter◊, in honor of Wendy Sutter*
Steven and Lupe Switala◊
C. J. Walsh III◊
Daniel H. Wang* and Aldarcy C. Lewis, in honor of Tanya Carey
Qin Wang*, in honor of Aaron Rosand*
Xiao-Lan Wang*, in memory of David Soyer
Patricia and Lawrence Weinbach
Robert Weiner
Ellen Werner, in memory of Seymour Lipkin* and in honor of Gary Graffman* and Charles Sterne III
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas R. Whitesell
Harriet and Kenneth Wiseman
Drs. Dara and Hugo Woerdeman
Shelly and Michael Woolf◊, in honor of Pam Ellzey
Prof. William G. Workman*, D.Mus., in memory of Martial Singher and Martha Massena*
Ursule Phaeton Yates
Lillian and Roger Youman
Bonnie Young
Zhou Tian*, in honor of Jennifer Higdon*
Kathleen Zimmerman◊, in memory of Mark C. Zimmerman◊

Conductor’s Circle
$250 to $499
Anonymous
George J. Ahern
Lorraine and Ben Alexander
Martha Scherer Alfee*, in memory of Erling Alfee
Joyce Arsnaw
Karen Bachhuber◊
Dr. Marvin and Lorie Balistocky
Lynda Barnes
Jonathan and Judith Baron
Gail Park Batchelder
Joanne DiMaria Bates*, in memory of Louisa Womack*
Joel D. Beaver
Benjamin Beilman*, in memory of Joseph Silverstein*
Julie and Henry Berkowitz, in memory of Claire S. Berkowitz
Gordon Berman and Geri Lincoln
Marvin E. Black
Roger Blackburn*, in memory of Samuel Krauss*
Wendy and Christopher Born
Boxmeyer Family◊, in honor of Sarah Boxmeyer*
Cecilia Brauer*, in memory of Isabelle Vengerova
Richard Bready and Karin C. Rosenberg
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce M. Brown
John Bryan and Nancy Winkler, in memory of Anne Bryan
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome G. Buescher
Jo Ann Buller
Kenneth B. Burk
Sheila and Larry Burstein, in honor of Brandon Garbot*
Peter and Miriam Burwasser
Mr. and Mrs. John Mark Califf
Sheryl and Martin Canellakis◊
Yu Cao and Ping Li◊
Robert Capanna and Cathryn Coate
Dr. David* and Linda* Cerone, in memory of Joseph Silverstein*
Alma Coefman and Roberto Cabeza◊
Polly Cohen
Gordon and Kris Cole◊, in honor of Robert Cole*
Douglas and Laurel Costa
Teresa K. D. Currier, in honor of William Lewis Currier III and Benjamin Nelson Currier
James M. Dahl and Judith A. Nichol
Kimberlee A. Dengler, in memory of Clyde R. Dengler Jr.
Elisabeth Doolan
David W. Durham
Joan Earley
Eli Eban*, in honor of John de Lancie
Paul and Rebecca Eckert
David Eskin
Ellen and Peter Evans  
Henry C. Fader, Esq.  
James R. Fairburn, in memory of Wayne W. Watson  
Debra Fein and Kenneth Kleinman  
Arthur F. Ferguson  
Adriane Fink<  
Paul Fishbane and Christine Magne  
Drs. Barbara and Len Frank  
Joseph P. Frank*, in memory of Robert Harlan  
Suzanne S. Friedman  
Edith Evans Frumin*  
Susan M. Garber and Edward S. Brown  
Bernard H. Garfield  
Quan Ge*  
Marylène Gingras-Roy*, in memory of Joseph de Pasquale*  
Jessica Gockley<  
Eharron Hunter Goldiner, in memory of Ray DuVal  
Arthur Goldman, in memory of Lenor Gutnick  
Mary L. Goldman  
Mary and Harvey Goldstein  
Janie and Gene Goodwillie  
Norma Hirsh Gowen*, in memory of Euphemia Giannini Gregory* and Vladimir Sokoloff◊  
Walter Gray*, in memory of Orlando Cole◊  
Daniel and Adrienne Greene  
Patti and Peter Gula  
Kenneth Gundry  
Mathieu Harel*, in honor of Bernard Garfield  
Hans-H. Hartleben  
Branch and Joan Heller  
Sarah Hatsuko Hicks* and Paul LaFollette*  
Jonathan Hodgson and Andrea Knox  
Karolyn Kirksey Holler  
Elaine Horneff  
Marilou and John Hyson  
Mary Wheelock Javian*  
Beth M. and David Kagan  
Patrice and Jeffrey Kaplan◊, in honor of Jeffrey Khaner  
Carole and Samuel Karsch  
Bernard and Jo Kelley  
Mr. and Mrs. David H. Kilmer  
Dale Kinney and Mark Darby  
Kathleen Kinslow, in memory of Sidney Zubrow  
Joseph and Dorothy Kitchen◊, in honor of Nicholas Kitchen* and Yeosun Kim*  
Barbara and Leonard Klinghoffer  
Craig P. Knox*, in honor of Paul Krzywicki  
Seth Koch and Barbara Bellman  
Adnah and Grace Kostenbauder  
Elizabeth Kozart  
Jane Krumrine, in honor of John Park  
Rachel Ku* and Thomas Hong*, in memory of Joseph de Pasquale*  
Carol LaBelle  
Joan and Kendall Landis  
Andrew Lane<, in honor of Nina von Maltzahn and Mikael Eliasen  
Joan Lapayowker  
Leona Laskin, M.D.  
Anne and Wynn Lee  
Ju Hyung Lee and Sung Ja Kang◊  
Sonia Leon*, in memory of Max Leon◊  
Suzanne Leon*, in memory of Szymon Goldberg and Jascha Brodsky*  
Mr. and Mrs. Howard H. Lewis  
Jeffrey P. Lewis and Mary Ann Rossi  
Melissa Lin*, in memory of Vladimir Sokoloff◊  
Joan Lippincott*  
Dr. and Mrs. Charles W. Lockyer Jr.  
Susan M. Long and Andrew J. Szabo  
Sue and Paul Lotke  
C. Jack and Carole Lusch  
James P. MacElderry and Marilyn S. Fishman  
Hampton Mallory*, in memory of David Soyer  
George W. Martin  
Diane Mather*, in memory of Orlando Cole◊ and Leonard Rose*  
Anna W. S. Matheson<  
Donald McCall*  
Donald G. McDonald*, in memory of Alexander McCurdy*  
Mr. and Mrs. Donald McDougall◊, in honor of Dan McDougall*  
Charlene J. McGowan  
Dr. and Mrs. Jerome Miller  
Madeline Miller and Gordon Leggett  
Geoff and Susie Mills<, in honor of Mary Ann Klussmann  
Benjamin F. Minick  
Tom and Beverly Monteverde  
Cindy Moore and Michael Rovine  
Constance C. Moore  
Edmund E. Moore* and Barbara Rabinovich  
Christopher L. Morrill and William Bombria, in memory of David Robert George*  
Ira J. Mowitz◊  
John and Eleanor Myers  
Martha Nakamura  
Ketty Nez*, in memory of Seymour Lipkin*  
Anne O’Donnell  
Susan Odessey, in memory of Albert Odessey  
Richard N. Ostling◊  
Dr. Joan Pataky-Kosove  
Jane G. Pepper  
Jane and Steven Poff  
Jay and Farida Pomerantz  
Leslie and Curtis Pontz  
Richard Porotsky*  
Elizabeth Racheva and Danail Rachev<  
Catherine and Michael Radbill  
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Rash, in memory of Reba Robinson Cannon*  
Joyce and Timothy Ratner  
Helen and Peter Rehl  
Joseph Rezits*  
Cherry Rhodes*, in memory of Alexander McCurdy* and in honor of Richard Cummins*  
Gerry Rice* and Paul Bryan*  
Polly W. Riggs  
Kathleen and Gary Robinson◊  
Drs. Leonore B. and Harry B. Roitman  
Nancy Roncetti  
Dan and Barbara Rottenberg  
Dr. and Mrs. Martin Rubel  
Marianne Ruby, M.D.  
James and Carol Ruddick  
Martin and Renee Schultz  
Harry and Marinda Schwartz  
Steven and Karen Selznick, in memory of Mark and Robin Rubenstein  
* alumnus/alumna  ◊ Curtis parent  ◯ deceased  < Crescendo Club member
Jane Shaulis*, Jeremy A. Slavin, in memory of Wayne Conner*
Wilma S. Slyoff
Corey and Jonne Smith
Roland A. Smith◊
Drs. Ronni Gordon Stillman and David M. Stillman◊, in memory of Jeffrey Khaner and in memory of Julius Baker*
Laila Storch*, in memory of Seymour Lipkin*
David and Louise Strawbridge
Ute Striker
Stanford Thompson*, in memory of Marcus Goldsmith Thompson
John L. Thorstenberg
Nadya Tichman*
Drs. Richard and Katherine Tobey◊, in memory of Blanca Uribe
Donald and Elisabeth Trumpler
Sumiko Tsujimoto*, in memory of Mieczyslaw Horszowski
Gordon Turk*
Shigehiro and Michiko Uchida◊
Marija Ugrinich and Matthew Chiachetti<
Ronald Ulm
James H. Vail*, in honor of Donald McDonald* and William C. Teague*
Drs. Kathleen Ward and Mark Reiter◊ Kristen and Jeffrey Ward
Robert M. Washburn and Judith Drasin, in honor of Tessa Seymour*
Steven and Janet Weinberger, in memory of Gideon Rodan
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Wenger, in honor of Perle and Charles Hoffman’s 67th wedding anniversary
Edward Wilk
Vera Wilson, in honor of Anthony J. Brown
Paul* and Lucille Windt, in memory of Max Aronoff*, Jascha Brodsky*, Efrem Zimbalist, and Mihail and Kay Stolarevsky
John and Brenda Wright
Dr. and Mrs. Theodore V. Yuhas Raymond and Joan Zumoff, in memory of Mieczyslaw Horszowski
Marilyn Zupnik*, in memory of John de Lancie*
Peter Zutter
Kathleen and Paul Zweifel◊, in memory of Orlando Cole◊

Concertmaster’s Circle
$150 to $249
Anonymous
Nona Levin Abrams
Herb Altman and Rita Poley
David Arben*
Heather Aspras and Ryan Davies<, in memory of Hal Pote
Steven D. Averbuch, M.D.
Anusha Bala<
Sally S. Baldus
Joy and Aaron Bannett
Martha and Al Barron
Morris and Sally Barron
Frances Batzer Baylson and Michael Baylson
Donald Bean
Janice Bellace
Bernard and Mona Berman
Jane Biberman, in memory of Anthony Lyle
Matt Billas<
Samuel A. Bobrow
Wayne Bockelman
Mary J. Bollinger◊
Gerald and Linda Brenner
Lawrence and Gina Brent, in memory of Jimmy Brent
Susan and Neil Bressler, in honor of Mark and Robin Rubenstein
Ira W. Brind
Medford J. Brown III
Peter A. Brown*, in memory of Alexander McCurdy*
Harriet R. Brumberg and Robert M. Kramer
Donna C. Calderone<
Margaret V. Casey
Barbara Chaffée and Rob Weir*, in honor of Bernard Garfield and in memory of Murray Panitz
Jessica Chang*, in memory of Otto-Werner Mueller
Jean Cho and David Mankoff
Alex Chun
Judi M. Clare, in memory of Paul Shure*
Ms. Carolyn Cohen
Gregory and Marcia Coleman
Dianne and Don Cooney
Dr. and Mrs. Adrian Copeland
John–Henry Crawford*
Karen and John Cunningham
Michael and Jeanne Dechiario<
James Francis Deighan*
Charlotte Dobbs*, in honor of Marlena Malas*
Alice and Al Doering
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Dolinger
Kathleen Moreno Dorkin◊, in memory of Marilyn Costello*
and Danny Dannenbaum
Dave and Kathy Dunnewald◊
Sheila Dyan and Charles A. Gaglia Jr.
Alan and Gillian Eastley◊, in honor of Alexandra Eastley*
Dr. and Mrs. Malcolm L. Ecker
Barbara C. Edsall, in memory of Barron R. Smith*
Stephen A. Ehrlich, in memory of Harold N. Ehrlich
Ellen Emmons
Mrs. Thos. P. Emmons
Mr. and Mrs. David H. English
Rosa and Albert Esquenazi
Steven and Leslie Fayette◊
Steven Feierman and Sandra T. Barnes
Burton D. Fine* and Susan Miron
Linda A. Fisher
Bobbi Fiske
Diane and Fred Frankel
Janice and Len Freed
Allen R. and Judy Brick Freedman
Marsha R. Freedman
Drs. Tovia and Bill Freedman
Makiko Freeman
Melvyn L. Freid, in memory of Diane Wang
Elizabeth Frey<
Anne Marie Frohmayer<
Howard Gamper and Ya-Ming Hou
Esther and Walter Gerhard
Al and Gwen Gilens
Elizabeth P. Glendinning
Bunny Glick and Stan Shapiro
Judy Glick
Larry and Pearl Grika

* alumnus/alumna ◊ Curtis parent + deceased < Crescendo Club member
Stephen Groat*, in memory of Roger Scott*
Samuel and Marjorie Gulakis◊
Kate Hall
Harry and Edda Hare
Mrs. Dorothy B. Harris, in memory of Harold S. Rosenbluth
Cailin Heilig and James Vinson<, in honor of Eileen and Patrick Murphy
Jane and Bill Heintzelman
Jonathan Bailey Holland* and Sarah C. Long Holland, in honor of Ned Rorem*
Dennis and Margareta Holtz
Solomiya Ivakhiv*, in honor of Elissa Lee Koljonen* and Roberto Díaz*
Paul Jacobs*, in honor of John B. Weaver*
Laura and Bernard Jacobson
Judit Jaime*, in memory of Anthony di Bonaventura*
Dave and Suzy Johnson◊
William J. D. Jordan
Michael Kannen*
Rob and Ann Karns◊
Drs. James A. Katowitz and Carol Rocamora
Jan and Bob Keefe◊, in honor of Erin Keefe*
Bill and Alison Keffer
Susan Cornwell Kiefner*
Amy L. Kitzen
Deborah Komins
Jorge E. and Mery Kostianovsky
Jackie and Brian Kovach◊, in honor of Gabriel Kovach*
William and Karen Krogh<
Chun Lai and Xiaomei Weng
Lucinda S. Landreth and Charles B. Landreth
David and Lisa Leader, in memory of Carl Sheusi
Bruce Leto, in memory of Alice Leto
Carol Angel Lin*, in memory of Danny Dannenbaum
Fred and Dinah Lovitch
Art Lucky
Evelyn Jacobs Luise*, in memory of Max Aronoff*
Anthony A. Lyle+
Ling Ma and Catherine Wang
Claire C. Maier
Yves Marcoux
Steven and Carol Marino
Wallace Martindale
Craig Maynard, in honor of Natalie Zhu*
Redmond J. McConnell, in honor of the Sister Servants of the Immaculate Heart of Mary
Daniel S. McDougall*, in memory of Roger M. Scott*
The Meredith Family
Pamela and Richardson Merriman
Jude Mollenhauer Duesterhaus*
Frank Mosca
Mi-Young Park Mostovoy*, in memory of Pong-Hi Park
Prof. Cory F. Newman
Mitchell Newman*
Carl and Joyce Norden
Joseph A. O’Connor Jr.
Shelley Oxenhorn and Kenneth Crimaldi
Roger and Naomi Parish
Ms. Margie Patlak
Assunta Perretta
Diane Poff<
Rhoda Polish
Nancy R. Posel
Daisy Powell◊
Bruce Rameker*
Brian and Soozung Rankin, in honor of Koni Choi*
Ann and George Reath
Christopher D. Rex*
Elizabeth and Hershel Richman
Jonathan Rigg*
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald B. Rorer, in memory of Susie Montgomery
Joel Rosenbloom, in memory of Joan Rosenbloom
Bernard and Harriet Rothman
Paul Rozin, in memory of Porgy Rozin
Adrian Ruiz*, in memory of Rudolf Serkin
Martin and Nora Salzman
Thomas Sauer*, in memory of Edward Aldwell
Kathleen M. Scanlon, in memory of Stephanie Yen-Mun Liem Azar*
John P. Schmidt
Bonnie Schorske
Dr. Mark and Judy Copeland Schulman
Ann Scott
Vivian and William Seltzer
Ruth Septee
Robert and Joan Shaffer
Saul Silverman
Anne and Howard Simonoff
Dolph Simons
Jerome E. Singerman and Liliane Weissberg
Donald and Hether Smith
George R. Smith
Priscilla Riley Smith◊
Rheta Smith◊
Ronald and Marilyn Smith
Sara Kay and Stanton Smullens
Laurie Sokoloff*, in memory of Vladimir Sokoloff◊
John G. Sommer
Louise and Tom Souders, in memory of Joseph de Pasquale*
Robert P. Sprafkin and Martha W. Copithorne
Marilyn Steeg
Dylan J. Steinberg and Amey A. Hutchins
Barbara B. Supplee
Frances Cohen Tietov*, in memory of Marilyn Costello* and Danny Dannenbaum
Qin Wang*, in honor of Aaron Rosand*
Stafford Barkley Wavrek, in honor of Joan Moran
Roger M. Wiesmeyer*, in memory of Don Cassel*
Albert O. Wilhelmi III, in memory of Eugene and Gretel Ormandy
Marguerite Wilson, in memory of Alex Wilson*
Eleanor Winslow
Dr. Milton A.+ and Joan P. Wohl
Edward Yarwood
Stratton and Susie Yatron
Sherley Young
Jean L. Zensen, Jane A. Johnson, and Judith A. Eval
Liping Zhao and Zongwen Li◊

* alumnus/alumna ◊ Curtis parent + deceased < Crescendo Club member
Player’s Circle

$75 to $149

Anonymous
James Adler*, in memory of
Seymour Lipkin*
Eunice L. and Henry deH. Alexander◊
Sara A. Aliabadi and
Zachary Z. Augustine<
The Rev. Albert E. Alspach
Rebecca Anderson*, in honor of
Ida Kavafian and Steve Tenenbom*
Manuel S. Araujo*, in memory of
Samuel Krauss*
Anthony Arot<
Abraham Ashkenazi<
R. C. Atlee<
Koji K. Attwood*, in memory of
Seymour Lipkin*
John Austin
Jaqueline Axilbund
Pablo Daniel Azar<, in honor of
Lisa Liem◊
Harry Bach
Zandra Bailes◊
Jill Bailiff*, in memory of
Robert Lambert*
Bronwyn Banerdt◊
Nancy and Simon Barrette◊
Marc E. Batt, Esq.
Margaret and Anthony Battistelli
Cindy Baum-Baicker
Susan Becker and Aaron Rubin
Stephen Behrend
Lorraine and Martin Beitler
Richard Belas and Judith Soltz
Sheila M. Bell
Mary Jane S. Benson
Betty Benthin*
Emily Bilodeau<, in memory of
Jane H. Tamaccio
Peter Binder
Beaty Bock and Jonathan Miller,
in memory of Paul Ferguson*
Dr. Richard T. Bouchett°
Nancy Bradburd
Richard and Barbara Brillhart
Edward David Brindley
Fred Brown<, in honor of Tony Brown
Samuel F. Brown<
Christina Brus<
Carol Brusilow*, in memory of
Nathan Brusilow*
Zola Bryen
Keith Buncke<
Mary Burke
Theodore and Nancie Burkett
Robert and Helen Buttel
Sandy Cadwalader
Shulamith and Burton Caine
Karen Friedberg Campbell, in honor of
Julie Curson
Leonard and Kaye Cann◊
Jay M. Caplan
Patrice Carlean-Jones and David Jones◊
Dr. and Mrs. N. David Charkes
Elizabeth Ann Chegezy<
Ruokai Chen<
Xiangyang Chen and Dewei Cao◊,in honor of Chen Cao*
Stephen Chenette*, in memory of
Julie Curson
Jung Min Choi*, in memory of
Joseph Silverstein*
Youna Choi*, in honor of Peter Wiley* and in memory of Alexander Greene*
Yue Chu*
De Ann P. Clancy
Betty Bennett Clendenning*
Perry V. Clissa, in memory of
Martin Fleisher*
Howard A. and Barbara W. Cohen
Norman B. Cohen
Robert M. Cohen
Deborah Cole
Joan M. Connolly, in memory of
Carl Michael Sheusi
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Y. Conyers Sr◊
Grace Sharles Cooke and
Merritt T. Cooke
Margaret S. Cooke
Miriam Cooperman
Norval Copeland and Craig Bailey
Stella F. Courtney*, in memory of
Anna Moffo*
Janet Crane, M.D.
Emily and Robert Cronin
John L. Dale
Charles H. and Suzanne M. Davis
Osceola A. Davis-Smith*
Alvaro O. de Granda*, in memory of
Efrem Zimbalist
Luca V. Del Negro, in memory of
Ferdinand G. Del Negro and Luca A. Del Negro
Judge James M. DeLeon
Jane and Ernest Dellheim, in honor of
Bea Rossman
Edward W. Delph and
Peter A. Schroeter
Ms. Grace G. Denbo and
Ms. Rita S. Denbo
Carl I. Denlinger
Miriam and Samuel Diamond
Kathryn DiBerardino◊
Louis DiBerardino◊
Brendan Dooley*, in memory of
Alexander Greene*
Mary K. Doran
Edward J. Dougherty
Michael D. Dykton, in memory of
Thomas Dykton*
Patricia Eames
Bernard L. Edelstein
Ash and Shannon Eldredge
Eleanor S. Elkin
Norman and Carolyn Ellman
Linda V. Ellsworth
Rainer Eudeikis*
Dr. Bernard Evans, in memory of
Elaine Evans
Bart Feller*, in memory of Julius Baker
William P. Fenimore III*, in memory of
Dr. Alexander McCurdy*
Arthur and Lorraine Fieldman
Piotr Filochowski*, in memory of
Joseph Silverstein*
Judith Finkel, Ph.D., in honor of
Barbara Silver
Aron and Joan Fisher
John L. and Patsy L. Ford◊
Sylvia L. Foster, M.D.
Lillian* and Sherman* Frank,
in honor of Edith Evans Frumin*
Pamela Frank*, in memory of
Claude Frank◊
Allan Freedman, in honor of
the Nashira Jewish Chorale
Michael Frischman◊
Alberto Garcia* and Karl Watson*
Steven Garfinkle<
Thomas A. Garrabrant

* alumnus/alumna  ◊ Curtis parent  + deceased  < Crescendo Club member
Mrs. Toni Genovese, in memory of Richard T. Genovese*
Alexander Ritter George*, in memory of Jerome Ashby
Thom Ritter George◊
Joel Gerstl
Misono Ghim*
Albert and Sylvia Glassman
Sol Glassman
Marcia and Earl Goldberg
Toni Alperin Goldberg
Rachel Goldstein<
Dr. and Mrs. Martin M. Gomez◊,
in honor of Margarita Gomez*
Allen and Sheila Goodman
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Gorenstein
Barbara Grabias
Aline Gray
Celina Gray
Gary Gress*
Richard W. Griscom
Thomas J. Gross
Janet H. Guth, in memory of Bernard Guth
Michael Haas*, in memory of David Soyer
Michael and Cynthia Hackman◊
Mary Ellen Y. Hagner
Judge+ and Mrs. Marvin Halbert
Mr. and Mrs. Milo Hamilton, in honor of Plato* and Dorothy Kreibill* Karayanis
Eric Han*, in honor of Mark and Robin Rubenstein
Diana and Robert Harding
D. Keith Hargreaves
Julia Hargunidey*
David and Ann Harrison
John and Bonnie Hartman
Dr.+ and Mrs. Arthur Hattler
Gary and Linda Hauze◊
Beverly Hayden and James Taylor
John and Mary-Jean Hayden
Cynthia Heininger
Megan Helzner<
John and Irene Hempstead
Barbara B. Heyman, in memory of Samuel Barber*
Steven B. Hilkowitz
Isidore and Sharon Hofferman
Cate and Dave Hoffman<
Mr. and Mrs. David J. Hoffman, in honor of Perle and Charles
Hoffman’s 67th wedding anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Hoffman
Paul M. Hoffman and Celia Schnacky, in honor of Perle and Charles
Hoffman’s 67th wedding anniversary
Roslyn and Bruce Holberg
Mark Holloway*, in memory of Joseph Silverstein*
Michael J. Hope*, in honor of the Administrative Staff of Curtis
Robert H. Horner and Polly Ashworth◊, in honor of Paul Krzywicki
Fred Horwitz, in memory of Betsy Walker
John Howker and Barbara Schaefer
Edward and Sue Hsu◊
Joanne Hutchinson*, in memory of Seymour Lipkin
Julia W. Janson*, in memory of Glenn Janson*
Monica Jarvis*
Alan and Karen Jordan◊
Ivan and Carol Jurin
Tonu Kalam*, in memory of Max Rudolf
Jeremy Kaplan, Esq.
Jerome Kay, M.D., in memory of Myra Kay
Leslie Jacobson Kaye and Richard Kaye, in honor of the Curtis Advancement Office
James H. Kelleher and Derrik R. G. Morris
Paul and Patricia Kelley, in honor of Laura C. Hart
Daniel Kellogg*
Georgine Kelly
Gary and Ruth Kelman
Gerald K. Kent*, in memory of Roger M. Scott*
Mr. and Mrs. Peter L. Kern, in honor of Joan M. Moran
Byron Kho<
Maxim Kind<
Peter King
Martha Z. Kirby
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Kittleman, in honor of Anthony J. Brown
Arlene Kline
Anne Howland Knudson*
Harold and Maris Kobb
Judith L. Koltun
Maida Kornfeld
Joyce and Sam Krain
David and Vivian Kraines◊
Diane and Paul Kretschnmann
Peter J. Krill, in memory of Olga Krill
Darryl L’Heureux
Christopher R. Labonte and Joseph E. Sinkus<
Ruth and Peter Laibson, in honor of Barbara and Ed Silver
David and Debbie Lander
Emily Langlie and Steven Miletich◊
The Laube Family
Bryan A. Lee*, in memory of Joseph Silverstein*
Jeong-Hyoun Lee*, in memory of Orlando Cole◊
Jiyoung Lee*
Sung Jin Lee*, in honor of Michael Tree* and in memory of Alexander Greene*
Won Suk Lee*, in memory of Alexander Greene*
Angela Del Vecchio Lerner
Bruce Leto Jr.<, in honor of Bruce and Robyn Leto
Lynne Edelson Levine*, in memory of Joseph de Pasquale*
Morton P. and Annette S. Levitt
Jay S. Light*, in memory of Norman Wells
Joel Link*
Kirsten Lodal and Jeff Himmelman, in honor of Jan Lodal
Judy Loman*, in memory of Joseph Umbrico*
Rebecca Britten Lovingood
The Lubneuski Family
Lee Luvisi*
Seth Malkin*
Rosita Kerr Mang◊, in honor of Alexander Kerr*
Linda and David Michael Marder, in memory of Anton Ryva*
Joan Markoe
Ren Martin-Doike*, in memory of Joseph de Pasquale* and in memory of Misha Amory and Michael Tree*
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Marina Thibeault*, in memory of David Soyer
Alan and Jane Thomas
Johnne and Stephen Tint
Robert and Kathy Treftz
Marianna Elizabeth Tretiak<
Yu-Chien Tseng*
Rosie Turner*
Martin and Marian Tyson◊,
in memory of Claude Frank◊
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Urbani Jr.
Elena Urioste*, in memory of Joseph Silverstein*
Lisamarie Vana* and Richard Croft
Catalina Vicens*, in honor of Roberto Díaz*
Kimberly and Robert Vogel Jr.,
in memory of Walter Beck
Martha Von Rosenstiel, in honor of DeDe Brown's birthday
Annie Wagoner
Carol Walker◊
Clint Walker<
Russell Walsh and Cynthia Mershon
Wang Jie*
Katherine Wang*, in honor of Myron Bloom
John Weaver*, in honor of Alan Morrison*
Mr. Alan Wechsler and Dr. Laura Wechsler
George and Carol Weinbaum
Emanuel and Esther Weinstein
Patricia R. Werczynski◊
Warwick and Mollie Wheeler
Melissa L. White*, in memory of Joseph Silverstein*
Donald J. Williams*, in memory of Fred D. Hinger
David and Ilene Winikur
Fred M. Wolfe Jr.
Richard J. and Elin L. Wolfe
Patricia O. D. Wood, in memory of Orlando Orey*
Elizabeth K. Woy
Kathleen Wright
William R. Wright*, in memory of Ralph McLane
Kai Xu<
Amy Yang*, in honor of Dr. Jeanne McGinn
Jonathan and Rachel* Yonan,
in memory of Joseph Silverstein*
Derek Zadinsky*, in honor of Hal Robinson and Edgar Meyer
Edward and Diane Ziegman
Barbara K. Zimmerman
Michael D. Zisman and Linda Gamble

Additional Contributors
Anonymous
Gary Abramson
Jean C. Adkins
Derien R. Andes
Nicola Argentina
Louis W. Baker
Mark Bani*
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen P. Bartlett
Theodore Baskin*
Gayna Mandelbaum Bassin*
Stephen F. Bayer
Marcia Berkowitz
Nancy Bracken*
Sarah Bryan
Carole A. Bubacz◊
Ray and Ilene Burnstein◊
Robert Cerulli*
Arthur and Janet Cherry
Dr. Young Sup and Inhi Chung◊
C. Evans Clough*
Derek Coffman
Cantor Alan J. Cohn*
Carolann* and Lawrence Costello
Wade Coufal*
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore S. Coxe Jr.
Marilyn Woodruff Curry*
Deborah Pratt Curtiss
Robert S. Davis*
Charles and Diane De Mirjian
Jason DePue*
Carol Derosier
Anne C. Dillon
Martin and Dawn Dimmerman
Stephen Dittmann
Phoebe A. Driscoll
Brendon Elliott*
Xavier D. Foley*
William and Nancy Foster◊
George Edward Freiburghaus*
The Friends of Chamber Music of Reading, Inc.
Valerie Bobbett Gardner*
Jean E. Gillies
Errico Gregory
Karen F. Greif
Elaine B. Grossman
Deborah Hamilton
Isabella P. Heller
Sonia Pečmanová Jelínková*
Linda and Bryan Jones◊
Dr. Jason Kaufman*
Robert E. Kay, M.D.
Drs. Edwin and Wilma Kellerman
Ayane Kozasa*
Muriel Kudera
Theresa and Ercole Lacianca
Mark H. Lawrence*
Dorie Lenz
Mr. and Mrs. Richard D. Levy
Richard Lottridge*
Laura Mashburn*
Charles F. McCown
Meryle J. Melnicoff
Janet L. Miller*
Andrew P. Moore*
Carole and Tom Murtha
Craig N. Oren
Leonard Pakman
Vinay Parameswaran*
Fredric Rabel
Cynthia and Norman Rosen
Marié Rossano*
Shir Rozzen*
Jerry and Lisette Ruderman
Kathryn Sampson
Jay Samuel Sükno (Suckno)
Myrna Schrager
Daniel Schwalbach*
Suzanne Scott
Thornton and Nita Seelinger
Paula Shapiro
Thomas Shivone*
Stephen Skwire
Richard R. Smith
Wilhelmina W. Smith*
Raymond Sorber
Leslie Spotz*
Mary St. Ledger
Martha Dodds Stoner*
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Kelly Tanase*  
Nancy Stott Trauger*  
Stephen Waarts*  
Chan Wang◊  
William and Margaret Wangensteen◊  
Erica Warburg  
Alyssa Weinberg*  
Neil E. Weintrob*  
Mary Sue Welsh  
Zsche Chuang Rimbo Wong*  
In memory of Danny Dannenbaum  
Bernard Kelley  
Barbara Moskow*  
Bea Rossman  
Enid Stone  
Barrie Trimingham  
In memory of Joseph de Pasquale*  
Peter A. Benoliel and Willo Carey  
Shelly and Ted Grossman  
Linda J. Heller and Zachary Weiss  
Katrina M. Kelly  
Larry and Carolyn Mittell  
Penelope P. Proserpi  
In memory of Sherman Frank*  
Ron Blumfield  
S. L. Frankfurt  
Pensacola Spinal Rehabilitation Center  
In memory of Anthony Gigliotti◊  
Carmine Campione*  
Edward Marks*  
In memory of Alexander Greene*  
Pearson Altizer*  
T.J. Cole*  
Roy Hage*  
Shannon Lee*  
Rene Orth*  
Alexandra Switala*  
Elizabeth Warshawer  
Caleb Wiebe*  
In memory of Carl Michael Sheusi  
Vinnie and Joe Abele  
Nancy and Herbert Boden  
Sharon and Jim Brazel  
Christine and Kevin Conley  
Cynthia L. Fitton  
Jessie C. Keenan  
Sara and Duane Malm  
Lloyd and Lee Perry  
Betty A. Riegel  
Nicki and Chuck Samuels  
Keith and Darla Smith  
Karl and Ramon Tobar  
Abby Trauner  
Robert L. Van Dyke  
Anne O. Waldburger  
Richard and Donna Waughtal  
In memory of Joseph Silverstein*  
David and Leah Chernov  
Audree and George Menken  
Barbara and Mark Mishkin  
Turbi and Paul Smilow  
In memory of Dr. Chester E. Smith  
Elizabeth and Phillip Hesdon  
Doris Schroeder and Karen and Glenn Dixon  
In memory of Alex Wilson*  
Dorothy B. Harshman  
Diane Rosenwald  
Other memorial gifts  
Elizabeth Blakeslee, in memory of Donald Blakeslee◊  
Shirley E. Bookspan, in memory of Michael Bookspan  
Paula D. Brown*, in memory of Raquel Adonaylo  
Kalman Cherry*, in memory of Fred D. Hinger  
Karen Costantino, in memory of Marilyn Granger Kaechle  
Mrs. Dorothy Dabrowski, in memory of Waldemar Dabrowski*  
Alice Quayle Gershman, in memory of Nathan Gershman*  
Laurel Grady, in memory of John Patrick Grady  
John G. Harkins Jr., in memory of Shaun F. O’Malley  
Barbara Haspel*, in memory of William Horne*  
Helene Hathaway Layton, in memory of Frank Sinatra  
Martin and Cynthia Heckscher, in memory of Susie Montgomery  
Sheldon Lampert*, in memory of Toshiya Eto*  
Edmund E. Moore* and Barbara Rabinovich, in memory of Selma Felder  
Edmund E. Moore* and Barbara Rabinovich, in memory of Gilbert Lattiere  
Edmund E. Moore* and Barbara Rabinovich, in memory of Robert R. Moore*  
Ron and Barbara Nelson, in memory of Dora Davidson  
Ron and Barbara Nelson, in memory of Mr. Hagiopan  
Ron and Barbara Nelson, in memory of Doris Litz  
Leon Nisenfeld and Jim Silva, in memory of Eleanor Glaser  
Belle Parmet, in memory of Sari Weiss  
Beatrice S. Rossman, in memory of Ruth C. Lunine  
Beatrice S. Rossman, in memory of Philip Salkin  
Dr. and Mrs. Louis and Val Rossman, in memory of Dr. Dan Casullo  
Dr. and Mrs. Louis and Val Rossman, in memory of Mrs. Shelly Ellis  
Dr. and Mrs. Louis and Val Rossman, in memory of Stanley Hirsh  
Dr. and Mrs. Louis and Val Rossman, in memory of Earl Mosiman  
Dr. and Mrs. Louis and Val Rossman, in memory of Lester Rosenfeld  
Dr. and Mrs. Louis and Val Rossman, in memory of Dr. Philip Stone  
Diane and Michael Sand, in honor of Barbara Moskow*  
Wendy Serota, in memory of Otto-Werner Mueller  
Barbara Oaks Silver, Esq. and Edward W. Silver, Esq., in memory of Joseph Foster  
Barbara Oaks Silver, Esq. and Edward W. Silver, Esq., in memory of Herbert L. Greenberg  
Barbara Oaks Silver, Esq. and Edward W. Silver, Esq., in memory of John Knox  
* alumnus/alumna  ◊ Curtis parent  + deceased  < Crescendo Club member
Barbara Oaks Silver, Esq. and Edward W. Silver, Esq., in memory of A. Leo Levin
Barbara Oaks Silver, Esq. and Edward W. Silver, Esq., in memory of George Spoher
Harold Smoliar*, in memory of Renate and Louis* Rosenblatt
Eliane and Joe Strip, in memory of Jimmy Brent
Elizabeth Warshawer, in memory of Joseph M. Slater
Mengwen Zhao*, in memory of Xian Qi

In honor of Mikael Eliasen
Lauren Eberwein*
Kirsten MacKinnon*
Edward A. Montgomery Jr.
Jean-Michel Richer*

In honor of Bob Mundheim
Mr. and Mrs. Steven H. Bloom
Robert and Caryl Gorman
Harris Williams

Other honorary gifts
Anonymous, in honor of Toni and Joseph Goldfarb’s birthdays
Martha Scherer Alfee*, in honor of Evelyn L. McCarty*, David McGill*, Laila Storch*, and Zina Schiff*
Morris and Sally Barron, in honor of Judy and Maury Kaplow
Bunny and Dick Borkowski, in honor of Anthony J. Brown
Clara and Josie Buller, in honor of Jo Ann Buller
David Carpenter, in honor of Bruce Leto Jr.
Jeffrey Chappell*, in honor of Eleanor Sokoloff◊
Will Chow*, in honor of Carter Brey and Peter Wiley*
Suzanne and Richard Cohen, in honor of Lee Shifer
Steve Cutler and Wendy Zimmerman, in honor of Bob and Guna Mundheim
Betsy and Kevin Donohoe, in honor of Bob and Caro Rock’s 40th wedding anniversary
Gail Ehrlich, in honor of Milton and Connie Rock
Susan and Sherwood “Woody” Goldberg, in honor of the marriage of Hanchien Lee* and Meng Wang*
Susan and Sherwood “Woody” Goldberg, in honor of the marriage of David Ludwig* and Bella Hristova*
Robert and Caryl Gorman, in honor of Derek Bok
Marilyn Gray, in honor of Susan and Sherwood “Woody” Goldberg
Gergana Haralampieva*, in honor of Merl Kimmel
Helene Hathaway Layton, in honor of Ellis and Nessa Goldberg and Steven Goldberg
John and Heather Hubert, in honor of Dr. Sidney Kahn
Eric Huckins*, in honor of Jennifer Montone
Paula R. Kahn, in honor of Sally and Michael Feder◊
Mr. and Mrs. Peter L. Kern, in honor of Joan M. Moran
Diane and Paul Kretschmann, in honor of Lambert* and Jan Orkis
Joshua Lauretig*, in honor of Richard Woodhams*
Andrew Leeson, in honor of Tony Brown and Laura Sancken
Ernestine Libros, in honor of Edith Evans Frumin*
Joseph Loewenberg, in honor of Jonathan Biss
Edward A. Montgomery Jr., in honor of Roberto Díaz*
Edmund E. Moore* and Barbara Rabinovich, in honor of Rigis Bobovis Sr.
Edmund E. Moore* and Barbara Rabinovich, in honor of Yvette Flaxman
Anna Odell*, in honor of Gabriella Gallina
Rita and Sandy Reichlin, in honor of Nina and Billy Albert’s anniversary
Beatrice S. Rossman, in honor of Rosalie Goldstein’s 100th birthday
Dr. and Mrs. Louis and Val Rossman, in honor of Dr. and Mrs. Louis Rose’s 50th wedding anniversary
Shirlee S. Schachtel, in honor of Dolph Simons’s birthday
Mary Ellen and Carl Schneider, in honor of Andrew Hsu* and Daniel Hsu*
Barbara Oaks Silver, Esq. and Edward W. Silver, Esq., in honor of Burton Blinder’s 80th birthday
Trudy Wallace*, in honor of Judith Blegen-Gniewek*
Trudy Wallace*, in honor of Howard and Fern Nevison’s 50th wedding anniversary
Victor Yerrid*, in honor of Rong Tan*

Matching Gift Companies
Aetna Foundation
Bank of America Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Boeing Gift Matching Program
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company Employee Giving Program
Dropbox
Elsevier Matching Gift Program
Exelon Foundation
ExxonMobil Foundation
FMC Corporation
GE Foundation
General Mills Foundation
GlaxoSmithKline
Glenmede Trust Company, N.A.
Goldman Sachs & Company Matching Gift Program
Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies
Kraft Foods Group Foundation
Lockheed Martin
Merck & Co., Inc.
MMC Matching Gifts Program
The Moody’s Foundation
Mondrian Investment Partners (U.S.), Inc.
Pfizer Foundation Matching Gifts Program
Raytheon Company
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Susquehanna International Group, LLP
The Pew Charitable Trusts
Wells Fargo Educational Matching Gift Program

◊ alumnus/alumna ◊ Curtis parent ◊ deceased ◊ Crescendo Club member
ALUMNI DONORS

We offer thanks to all alumni who made gifts to the Annual Fund, endowment funds, and special-purpose funds, and to those who gave instruments and bequests to the school during the 2015-16 season.

1920s
Jane Pickens Hoving+ (Voice ’29)

1930s
David Schwartz+ (Viola ’37)
Eleanor Blum Sokoloff (Piano ’38)

1940s
Martha Scherer Alfee (Oboe ’47)
Betty Benthin (Viola and Piano ’49)
Cecilia Gniewek Brauer (Piano ’40)
Burton Fine (Violin ’48)
Lillian Shectman Frank (Voice ’48)
Sherman Frank+ (Piano ’48)
George Freiburghaus (Double Bass ’42)
Edith Evans Frumin (Voice ’48)
Sonia Pečmanová Jelínková (Violin ’48)
Anne Howland Knudson (Voice ’48)
Joanne Tornga Hutchinson (Voice ’49)
Sonia Leon (Voice ’49)
Seymour Lipkin+ (Piano ’47)
Allison Nelson Loebbaka (Piano ’49)
Joseph Rezits (Piano ’48)
Ingrid Robertson Sobolewska+ (Voice ’41)
Laila Storch (Oboe ’45)
Shirley Trepel (Cello ’45)

1950s
Anonymous
Manuel Araujo (Trumpet ’56)
David Arben (Violin ’54)
Jill Bailiff (Harp ’51)
Robert Carwithen (Organ ’58)
Anthony Checchia (Bassoon ’51)
Stephen Chenette (Trumpet ’56)
Kalman Cherry (Timpani and Percussion ’58)
Elizabeth Bennett Clendenning (Violin ’58)
Stella Fruscione Courtney (Voice ’53)
Marilyn Woodruff Curry (Violin and Viola ’51)
Robert Davis (Trombone ’51)

1960s
John Givens (Bassoon ’57)
Emilio Gravagno (Double Bass ’58)
Dorothy Krebil Karayanis (Voice ’54)
Plato Karayanis (Voice ’56)
Gerald Kent (Double Bass ’54)
Ronald Leonard (Cello ’55)
Judy Loman (Harp ’56)
Richard Lottridge (Bassoon ’55)
Lee Luvisi (Piano ’57)
Donald McCall (Cello ’56)
Evelyn McCarty (Oboe ’58)
Donald McDonald (Organ ’50)
Donald Montanaro (Clarinet ’54)
Barbara Moskow (Voice ’50)
Richard Porotsky (Clarinet ’56)
Raoul Querze (Clarinet ’56)
Max Rabinovitsj (Violin ’59)
Jerome Rosen (Violin ’59)
Adrian Ruiz (Piano ’57)
Frederick Sewell (Violin ’54)
Joseph Silverstein+ (Violin ’50)
Diana Steiner (Violin ’49, ’57)
Winifred Dettore Swift (Voice ’56)
Mary Witherell Trevor (Harp ’59)
James Vail (Organ ’51)
John Weaver (Organ ’59)
William Wright (Clarinet ’51)

1970s
John Binsfeld (Organ ’65)
Roger Blackburn (Trumpet ’69)
Richard Bouchett (Organ ’61)
Leah Mellman Bowes (Piano ’62)
Carmine Campione (Clarinet ’60)
David Cerone (Violin ’62)
Linda Sharon Cerone (Violin ’60)
Robert Cerulli (Double Bass ’61)
Richard Cummins (Organ ’61)
Alvaro de Granda (Violin ’60)
Susan Morris De Jong (Flute ’62)
Mary Lou Falcone (Voice ’66)
William Fenimore (Organ ’63)
Barbara Haspel (Voice ’64)
Judit Jaimes (Piano ’59, ’60)
Julia Janson (Violin ’61)

1980s
Roger Janssen (Trombone ’65)
Carol Klingler Brusilow (Flute ’64)
Sheldon Lampert (Violin ’61)
Michele Levin (Piano ’63, Composition ’65)
Jay Light (Oboe ’63)
Joan Hult Lippincott (Organ ’60)
Evelyn Poole Luise (Viola ’65)
Edward Marks (Clarinet ’62)
Diane Mather (Cello ’63)
James Maurer (Violin ’64)
Dean Miller (Flute ’63)
Jude Mollenhauer Duesterhaus (Harp ’62)
Margarita Csonka Montanaro (Harp ’63)
Edmund Moore (Tuba ’60)
Susan Leider Munzer (Voice ’64)
Lambert Orkis (Piano ’65)
Jon Peterson (Oboe ’67)
Cherry Rhodes (Organ ’64)
Jonathan Rigg (Voice ’65)
Francis Ryan (Trombone ’69)
Jay Samuels (Bassoon ’63)
Linda Jonas Schroeder (Flute ’67)
Yumi Ninomiya Scott (Violin ’67)
Craig Sheppard (Piano ’68)
Lloyd Smith (Cello ’65)
Laurie Sokoloff (Flute ’66)
Laurie Mostovoy Sonsino (Violin ’68)
Takaoki Sugitani (Violin ’62)
Michi Ishikawa Tashjian (Piano ’61)
Frances Cohen Tietov (Harp ’68)
Benita Valente (Voice ’60)
Trudy Wallace (Voice ’63)
Neil Weintrob (Violin ’65)
William Workman (Voice ’65)

+ deceased
Peter Brown (Organ ’70)
Mark Cedel (Viola ’77)
Barbara Chaffe (Flute ’79)
Jeffrey Chappell (Piano ’74)
C. Evans Clough (Voice ’68, Opera ’74)
Alan Cohn (Opera ’74)
Carolann Heanue Costello (Organ ’76)
David Cramer (Flute ’75)
Miles Davis (Double Bass ’74)
Osceola Davis-Smith (Opera ’72)
Philippe de Bros (Opera ’74)
James Deighan (Viola ’72)
Kathleen Moreno Dorkin (Harp ’73)
Eli Eban (Clarinet ’75)
Stephen Edwards (Double Bass ’71)
Joseph Frank (Opera ’74)
Ellen Phillips Frohnmayer (Voice ’76)
Valerie Bobbett Gardner (Violin ’70)
Barbara Gold (Piano ’74)
Norma Hirsh Gowen (Voice ’69, Opera ’74)
Walter Gray (Cello ’73)
William Horn (Piano ’70)
Marsha Hunter (Opera ’77)
Gregory Hustis (Horn ’72)
Monica Jarvis (Clarinet ’77)
Tonu Kalam (Conducting ’73)
Susan Cornwell Kiefner (Piano ’70)
Mark Lawrence (Trombone ’72, ’73)
Doris Lederer (Viola ’76)
Lynne Edelson Levine (Viola ’78)
Hampton Mallory (Cello ’76)
Robert McDonald (Piano ’76, ’77)
Patricia Michaelian (Piano ’70, ’71)
Christopher Millard (Bassoon ’75)
C. Justin Miller (Bassoon ’73)
Sandi Miller (Flute ’72)
Kari Miller Magg (Piano ’73)
Mi-Young Park Mostovoy (Violin ’71)
Lynne Prevot (Voice ’73)
Christopher Rex (Cello ’72)
Gianna Rolandi Davis (Voice ’74, Opera ’75)
Jane Shaulis (Opera ’75)
Martha Sheil (Voice ’73, Opera ’76)
Harold Smoliar (Oboe ’78)
Leslie Spotz (Piano ’79)
Martin Stepper (Composition ’73)
Martha Dodds Stoner (Voice ’77)
Lawrence Tarlow (Tuba ’74)
Sumiko Tsujimoto (Piano ’75)
Gordon Turk (Organ ’71)
Karl Watson (Organ ’71)
Andrew Weir (Bassoon ’79)
Donald Williams (Timpani and Percussion ’70)
Paul Windt (Violin ’70)
Marilyn Zupnik (Oboe ’72)

1980s
Anonymous
Mark Bani (Organ ’85)
Markantonio Barone (Piano ’82)
Joanne DiMaria Bates (Double Bass ’82)
Nancy Bean (Violin ’81)
Blair Bollinger (Trombone ’86)
Amy Brandfonbrener (Viola ’83)
Paula Brown (Voice ’81)
Ruth Butterfield-Winter (Accompanying ’87)
Martin Chalifour (Violin ’84)
Roberto Díaz (Viola ’84)
Bart Feller (Flute ’85)
Pamela Frank (Violin ’89)
Gary Gress (Accompanying ’89)
Stephen Groat (Double Bass ’82)
Jennifer Higdon (Composition ’88)
Michael Hope (Bassoon ’81)
Michael Kannen (Cello ’83)
Jason Kaufman (Trumpet ’89)
Craig Knox (Tuba ’89)
Amos Lawrence (Violin ’82)
Suzanne Leon (Violin ’83, ’85)
Jun-Ching Lin (Violin ’84, ’85)
Joseph Lovinsky (Horn ’83)
Oliver Lynch (Voice ’87, Opera ’89)
Seth Malkin (Opera ’89)
Laura Mashburn (Opera ’89)
Lydia Mila Garmaier (Opera ’89)
Andrew Moore (Organ ’87)
Mitchell Newman (Violin ’85, ’86)
Ketty Nez (Piano ’83)
Hirono Oka (Violin ’82)
Benjamin Ramirez (Timpani and Percussion ’88)
Geraldine Rice (Viola ’83, ’89)
Thomas Sauer (Piano ’86, ’87)
Ellen Dinwiddie Smith (Horn ’87)
Mark Russell Smith (Conducting ’87)
Robert Spano (Conducting ’85)
Michael Stern (Conducting ’86)
Richard Stout (Trombone ’87)
Kevin Switalski (Double Bass ’89)

1990s
Koji Attwood (Piano ’94)
Cheryl Majercik Baranes (Voice ’89, Opera ’91)
Paul Bryan (Trombone ’93)
Caroline Coade (Viola ’91)
Steven Copes (Violin ’94)
Margo Tatgenhorst Drakos (Cello ’99)
Misoon Ghim (Opera ’95)
Marylène Gingras-Roy (Viola ’97)
Hilary Hahn (Violin ’99)
Mathieu Harel (Bassoon ’98)
Sarah Hicks (Conducting ’99)
Jonathan Bailey Holland (Composition ’96)
Wanchi Huang (Violin ’90)
Andrew Jacobs (Composition ’93)
Mary Wheelock Javian (Double Bass ’99)
Janet Miller Kaido (Oboe ’97)
Daniel Kellogg (Composition ’99)
Elissa Koljonen (Violin ’94)
Paul Lafollette (Horn ’98)
Melissa Lin (Accompanying ’91)
Daniel Matsukawa (Bassoon ’92)
Daniel McDougall (Double Bass ’93)
Jeryll Metzler (Voice ’92)
Alan Morrison (Organ ’91, Accompanying ’93)
Yuko Naito-Goat (Violin ’94)
James Nova (Trombone ’96)
Jennifer Orchard (Violin ’91)
Eric Owens (Opera ’95)
Daniel Panner (Viola ’92)
Anna Marie Ahn Petersen (Viola ’92)
Bruce Rameker (Opera ’91)
Michael Rusinek (Clarinet ’92)
Kerri Ryan (Violin ’98)
Wilhelmina Smith (Cello ’90)
Mimi Stillman (Flute ’99)
Jack Sutte (Trumpet ’95)
Lisamarie Vana (Violin ’94)
Katherine Wang (Horn ’98)
Qin Wang (Violin ’93)
Victor Yerrid (Timpani and Percussion ’92)
2000s
Anonymous
Edward Abrams (Conducting ’08)
Frédéric Antoun (Opera ’06)
Duoming Ba (Violin ’02)
Nathan Bachhuber (Voice ’07, Opera ’09)
Bronwyn Banerdt (Cello ’08)
Johanna Kölmel Beisinghoff (Violin ’05)
Jonathan Biss (Piano ’01)
Jie Chen (Piano ’06)
Tammy Coil (Opera ’09)
Joseph Conyers (Double Bass ’04)
David Coucheron (Violin ’05)
Jason DePue (Violin ’00)
Quan Ge (Violin ’07)
Alexander George (Horn ’04)
Michael Haas (Cello ’06)
Mark Holloway (Viola ’05)
Thomas Hong (Conducting ’02)
Bella Hristova (Violin ’08)
Solomiya Ivakhiv (Violin ’03)
Paul Jacobs (Organ ’00)
Erin Keefe (Violin ’03)
Rachel Ku (Viola ’04)
Carol Angel Lin (Harp ’08)
David Ludwig (Composition ’01)
Anthony McGill (Clarinet ’00)
Chang Qu (Violin ’00)
Matthew Rose (Opera ’03)
Malwina Sosnowski (Violin ’09)
Stanford Thompson (Trumpet ’09)
Elena Urioste (Viola ’08)
Catalina Vicens (Harpsichord ’06)
Wang Jie (Composition ’09)
Melissa White (Violin ’07)
Amy Yang (Piano ’06)
Zhou Tian (Composition ’05)

2010s
Pearson Altizer (Bassoon ’16)
Rebecca Anderson (Violin ’13)
Benjamin Beilman (Violin ’12)
Keith Buncke (Bassoon ’14)
Jessica Chang (Viola ’12)
Ruokai Chen (Clarinet ’10)
Jung Min Choi (Violin ’16)
Youna Choi (Cello ’16)
Will Chow (Cello ’16)
Yue Chu (Piano ’13)
T. J. Cole (Composition ’16)
Wade Coufal (Bassoon ’14, ArtistYear ’15)
John-Henry Crawford (Cello ’14)
Charlotte Dobbs (Opera ’10)
Brendan Dooley (Flute ’16)
Lauren Eberwein (Voice ’16)
Brendon Elliott (Violin ’16)
Rainer Eudeikis (Cello ’14)
Piotr Filochowski (Violin ’15, ’16)
Xavier Foley (Double Bass ’16)
Roy Hage (Opera ’16)
Eric Han (Cello ’13)
Gergana Haralampieva (Violin ’16)
Julia Harguindey (Bassoon ’13)
Blake Hinson (Double Bass ’10)
Eric Huckins (Horn ’16)
Ethan Jodziewicz (Double Bass ’15)
Katherine Jordan (Horn ’12)
Ayane Kozasa
(Viola ’12, String Quartet ’16)
Rachel Kuipers Yonan (Viola ’11)
Joshua Lauretig (Oboe ’16)
Bryan Lee (Violin ’11, String Quartet ’14)
Jeong-Hyun Lee (Cello ’13)
Ji-Young Lee (Cello ’11)
Shannon Lee (Violin ’16)
Sung Jin Lee (Viola ’16)
Won Suk Lee
(Timpani and Percussion ’16)
Joel Link (Violin ’11, String Quartet ’14)
Kirsten MacKinnon (Voice ’16)
Ren Martin-Doike (Viola ’15)
Zoë Martin-Doike
(Violin ’13, String Quartet ’16)
Johnathan McCullough
(Voice ’14, Opera ’16)
Christina Naughton (Piano ’11)
Michelle Naughton (Piano ’11)
Anna Odell (Harp ’15, ArtistYear ’16)
Rene Orth (Composition ’16)
Karen Ouzounian (String Quartet ’16)
Milena Pajaro-van de Stadt (Viola ’10, Viola ’11, String Quartet ’14)
Vinay Parameswaran (Conducting ’13)
Laura Park (Violin ’16)
Edward Poll (Conducting ’16)
Jean-Michel Richer (Opera ’16)
Marie Rossano (Violin ’16)
Shir Rozzen (Voice ’15, Opera ’16)
Miho Saegusa (String Quartet ’16)
Daniel Schwalbach (Trombone ’16)
Chang-Yong Shin (Piano ’16)
Thomas Shivone (Voice ’13, Opera ’16)
William Short (Bassoon ’10)
Sonora Slocum (Flute ’11)
Kat Kramarchuk Soupountsky
(Composition ’12)
Alexandra Switala (Violin ’16)
Kelly Coyle Tanase (Clarinet ’11)
Daniel Temkin (Composition ’13)
Marina Thibeault (Viola ’11)
Yu-Chien Tseng (Violin ’16)
Rosemary Turner (Trumpet ’11)
Stephen Waarts (Violin ’16)
Alyssa Weinberg (Composition ’16)
Caleb Wiebe (Trumpet ’16)
Zsche Chuang-Rimbo Wong (Viola ’16)
Derek Zadinsky (Double Bass ’11)
Mengwen Zhao (Viola ’16)
THE FOUNDER'S SOCIETY

The Founder’s Society honors the following individuals who have included the Curtis Institute of Music as a beneficiary under their wills, trusts, life insurance policies, retirement plans, or other estate-planning arrangements as of May 31, 2016.

Anonymous
Carolyn Stanford Adams*
James R. Adler*
Nina and William Albert
Tobe Amsterdam
Charles A. Armitage*
Eileen M. Baird
Edith W. Barnes
Jacqueline Eppinoff Bassis*
Joanne DiMaria Bates*
Frank S. Bayley
Peter A. Benoliel
George R. Bernato, Ph.D.
Dr. Claire Boasi
Mrs. Cary William Bok
Blair J. Bollinger*
Joanne DiMaria Bates*
Frank S. Bayley
Peter A. Benoliel
George R. Bernato, Ph.D.
Dr. Claire Boasi
Mrs. Cary William Bok
Blair J. Bollinger*

Evan and Mary Ann Dunnell
Bernard L. Edelstein
Lester L.+ and Judith M.+ Eisner
Frederick and Barbara Engstrom
Anne C. Ewers
W. Rowe+ and Anne T. Fesperman
Bayard R. Fiechter
Robert Fitzpatrick*
Edward V. Foreman*
Barbara and Leonard Frank
Beverly Werner Freeman
Charles C. and Judith Durkin Freyer
Edith Evans Frumin*
Dinah F. Fulton
Andrew G. Geoghegan
George W. Gephart Jr.
John J. Givens*
Elizabeth P. Glendinning
Barbara A. Gold*, in honor of
Eleanor B. Sokoloff◊
Rachel Bok Goldman
Dr. Harriet Goodman◊
Jeanne Lorraine Goodson,
in memory of Wilhelmina Hoffman*
Bruce Jay Gould, M.D.
Gary* and Naomi Graffman
Adele H. Gray
Daron Aric Hagen*
Nancy S. Halpern
Laura C. Hart
Helene Hathaway Layton
Carol A. Hauptfuhrer
Rita E. and Gustave M. Hauser
Gary and Linda Hauze◊
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard G. Heinzen
Alan and Nancy Hirsig
Marsha Hunter*
Nancy and Rodney Johnson
Lois Gering Jungas*
Tonu Kalam*
Plato S.* and Dorothy Krebill* Karayanis
Carole W. and Samuel H. Karsch
Sylvia W. Kauders+
Jerome Kay, M.D.

James H. Kelleher and
Derrik R. G. Morris
D. Scott+ and Carol Kelley
Mr. and Mrs. David H. Kilmer
Bobby Ellen Kimbel, Ph.D.
Peter King
Kenneth Kogan
Deborah Komins
Judy Krasnow,
in memory of Jascha Brodsky*
Ronald E. Kressman*
Ottie L. Laden
Dr. Helen J. Lapsley
Robin and Kathie Ledwith
Bong S. Lee, M.D.
Owen and Chieh Chang* Lee
Gerry and Marguerite Lenfest
Howard and Bernice Levinson
Florence Levy
Michael Licitra
Carol S. and Howard L. Lidz
Gie and Lisa Liem◊
Seymour Lipkin*+
William S. Loeb
Gary Logsdon*
Anthony A. Lyle+
Avron J. Maletzky, M.D.
Sandra and David Marshall
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Matarese
Sondra Matesky
Winifred W. Mayes*
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McCarthy
Evelyn L. McCarty*
Dr. Donald G. McDonald*
Daniel S. McDougall*
David McGill*
Dr. Kenneth M. McNeil
Susan and Frank Mechura
John J. Medveckis
Phyllis Melhado
Madelyn Mignatti
Edward and Susan+ Montgomery
Alan Morrison*
Barbara Moskow*

* alumnus/alumna  ◊ Curtis parent  + deceased
Ronald and Barbara Nelson
C. Richard Neu
John A. Nyheim
Jennifer Orchard*
Paul Pardys, D.D.S.
Joan Lardner Paul
Rose Paul
R. Anderson Pew
Sharman Plesner*
Robert Pollack
John W. Pruett*
Cynthia Raim*
Helen K. Rehl
Heide Rice, M.D.*
Martin Riskin
Marian Robinson and
Benjamin E. Zuckerman
Gene R. Rochberg*
Dr. Milton L. Rock
Aaron Rosand*
Dr. Harry Rosenthal
Mrs. Samuel R. Rossman
Joanne Rubell
Brett Rubin
Constance Scheurer
Enid Curtis Bok Schoettle
Cecilia Segawa Seigle
Michael and Julie Serber◊
Robert and Joan Shaffer
Richard A. Shapp*
Martha J. Sheil*
Samuel R. Shipley
Lisa Karen Shusko
Steven P. Singer, M.D. and
Alan Salzman, M.D.
Ronald D. Smith, M.D.
Amanda W. Smoot
Dr. Noel Snyder*
Eleanor B. Sokoloff◊
John G. Sommer
Martin P. Stepper*
Jonathan Sternberg
Charles Sterne III
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Stevenson IV
Erna Szekeres
Arlene and Irving Tashlick
James Testa
Shirley Trepel*
Benita Valente*
Anthony Vigilante*
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